At an age of Instagram

There’s no time for mental health at 27, 28. All these Ritalin kids have grown up, coked up, with an urge to pull fire alarms. Dingbats will dance in apothecary lines and I can work, work, seek refuge in relationships or memes that

Embrace my ADHD.

I’ll pick wrong until I pick right and feel surprised when things are up and the world’s not fucked. Despair started after 18, 19, and I’m sure if we look at ourselves twenty times a day we’ll never

Just see something new.

Let’s confront the dreams of anxious death taken root in our hearts like hard knots. My grandma said her brother said their father died of encephalitis. His brain became vapor. I shouldn’t fear typos.

There are no drugs for vulnerability.

Let’s put food in our mouths and light a viral fire. When the filters fall to our feet and reveal foibles, dramatic inclinations, if the shirts on our backs are real and smell like our childhood dressers, there will be time to change.

We won’t lose followers.
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